What is E- MAREFA?

E- MAREFA is an Arab Online Database containing a collection of 1400 academic and statistical journals in full text, and around 150000 full text articles from 280 entities and bodies in 19 Arab countries.
E- Marefa
Database Services

Academic & Statistical journals
- 150000 full text articles and statistical reports.
- 1400 academic & statistical journals and Reports in full text.

Arab Dissertations & Theses
- 13000 full texts theses & dissertations
- 15000 theses & dissertations abstracts

Research Abstract
- More than (60000) abstracts of academic articles (Arabic, English, and French).

Book Reviews
- 9000 book reviews

Arabic Reviews for International Theses & Dissertations
- 5000 Arabic reviews of Master and Phd theses and dissertations.
- E-Marefa database provides an “anti-Plagiarism service” to the Arabic research papers and theses, whether available in E-Marefa content or in Google.

- This service provides an interactive and important tool in the Subject Cataloging process, it includes tens of thousands of established Arabic Subject Headings along with the equivalents of established headings.

- This service provides more than 70 journals, 18000 academic articles, 4000 theses & dissertations, hundreds of e-books & conference papers specialized in this field.

- This service provides around 370 journals, 50000 academic articles, 3100 theses & dissertations, hundreds of E-books & conference papers specialized in this field.
E-Marefa Databases include 1735 academic & statistical journals distributed as follows:

- **Humanities**: 290 academic & statistical journals.
- **Social Sciences**: 337 academic & statistical journals.
- **The Medical and Health Sciences**: 237 academic & statistical journals.
- **Economic & Business Administration**: 422 academic & statistical journals.
- **Engineering Sciences and Information Technology**: 140 academic & statistical journals.
- **The Natural and Life Sciences**: 310 academic & statistical journals.
- **Periodic Statistical Reports**: 516 statistical reports.

The Disciplines and subject areas covered by E-Marefa Database Journals:

- Social Science
- Economic and Business Administration
- The Natural and Life Sciences
- Human Sciences
- The Medical and Health Sciences
- Engineering Science and Information Technology
Distribution of Full text Articles on E-Marefa Databases

E-Marefa Database includes around 150000 articles distributed as follows:

- Human Sciences
- Social Sciences
- The Medical and Health Sciences
- Economic and Business Administration
- Engineering Science and Information Technology
- The Natural and Life Sciences

The Features of the E-MAREFA Database search system

- A user-friendly interface.
- High-speed access to results.
- Display of results in a modern form with the possibility of sorting (by date, title, author, and language of abstract).
- Provision of the abstract's document number so as to facilitate the request of articles.
- Provision of continuous update on the current and latest intellectual and academic production.
- Indexing in a consistent manner and according to international standards of quality (MARC 21).
- Provision of comprehensive bibliographic data for each abstract available in the database.
E-Marefa database has signed cooperation and intellectual property agreements with more than **280** entities such as universities, research centers, statistical apparatus and regional organizations in **19** Arab countries.

### Facts and Numbers

- **1400** academic journals and statistical reports in full text issued by various bodies in the Arab world in three languages which are Arabic, English and French.
- **150000** articles and statistical reports.
- **13000** theses and dissertations in full text.
- **9000** book reviews issued in the Arab World.
- **15000** thesis and dissertation abstracts.
- **60000** research abstracts.
- **5000** Arabic reviews of international theses and dissertations.
- **280** universities, research centers, statistical apparatus and regional organizations in the Arab world in **19** countries.